Interaction between hydroxystilbamidine and DNA. II. Temperature jump relaxation study. Dynamics of nucleic acids and polynucleotides.
A temperature-jump relaxation study of the interaction of hydroxystilbamidine with DNA and synthetic polynucleotides has been performed. Two concentration dependent relaxation times tau1 and tau2 have been observed in the submillisecond range when detecting relaxation effects by means of light absorption. The longer of these two times (tau1) is also observed when using "blue" or "red" fluorescence detection. In the longer time scale the "red" fluorescence shows no other relaxation but the blue fluorescence shows two additional relaxation processes (tau3 and tau4) which correspond to an increase of fluorescence with temperature and which are independent of concentration. The experimental results clearly indicate that tau1 and tau2 are associated with the binding of the dye to strong and weak binding sites, respectively. A kinetic model is given to explain the results. It allows the determination of the four rate constants for the two binding reactions and yields equilibrium association constants in good agreement with those obtained from stoichiometric studies. The study of the effect of temperature, nature of the polymer, ionic strength and fraction of bound dye on tau3 and tau4 indicates that the dye acts only as a "blue" fluorescence probe of some processes involving the DNA or polynucleotide alone. These processes appear to be related with the dynamic structure of the polymers.